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Afternoon sun finds you asleep. You are all there, 
even the cat. Good morning, Spot! You are going
to spend the whole day in your favourite place.



Nunc maximus metus quis est
convallis semper. Nam euismod
sem commodo ante pulvinar
bibendum. quis est convallis
semper.

Spot
Spot will delight you with its elegant and 
light form and will help you organize your 
bedroom, living room and dining room better.





The robust, wooden 
structure of the glass 
cabinet is A shaped.

You can see what 
you have in there. 
Four shelves with 
sliding glass doors 
and light.

Hide what you want. 
The bottom shelf 
is equipped with 
tilting door.

This is a recipe 
for a good day... 
and for pancakes!





A table is not enough. 
Spot offers a meals command
centre for the whole family.

Spot means something 
more than just an 
exceptional look 
for your dining room.

How much space 
do you need? 
Slide the table top 
apart to a desired length.

Light wood legs match 
the whole Spot collection.

The best is here 
in the centre: 
a herbarium, cutlery 
and bits and pieces. 
Practical compartments 
can be left closed or open.





Light wood and 
white coloured
fronts guarantee 
idyllic atmosphere. 
A perfect incentive 
for a lazy morning!

You never get tired of
pleasant colours and 
comfort of the Spot 
collection.





The aesthetic appearance of the Spot collection 
goes hand in hand with brilliant solutions. You can 
arrange your stools into a chest of drawers easily. 
Tableware, wine and table cloths will find their 
place in the buffet.

How many stools can you see?
What’s hiding there in the buffet? 
Take a look. And you’re going 
to get a surprise.



You can nest Spot stools and 
there you have a chest of drawers.

The Spot bench 
is comfortable 
and spacious. 
You can store 
many objects 
of everyday 
use there.

Spot is full of secret compartments 
and places for storing things.



This is a Spot bench-cabinet. It has 
shelves and drawers as well as a soft seat.

Pillows made of high quality 
wool increase comfort when 
your breakfast lasts... until lunch.  

Such a Spot piece looks good 
and helps a lot in the dining room.

You do not need to have drawers 
everywhere. Sometimes it is more 
comfortable to have a shelf within 
reach.

The structure is just as 
in the whole collection: 
robust, light, natural wood.









Spacious wardrobes, chest of drawers, storage 
compartments in the headboard. A bed with a drawer 
for bedclothes sliding from the side or head of the bed. 
Spot has enough room not only for your dreams.

When you feel like having 
a rest, there is no better 
place than a Spot bedroom.
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Compartments especially 
designed in the headboard 
will successfully store 
e.g. a bedspread.

Change 
accessories



Hang it and keep more 
and less important bits 
and pieces there.

There is enough room 
for your favourite books 
on the Spot shelf.

It is not a coincidence 
that the angle of the 
Spot headboard is 
most comfortable.

Match 
your Spot
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A bed with the headboard ideally 
matches the bedside table, 
which can also serve as a stool 
in the dining room. A new place 
— a new function. This is what 
Spot actually is!

The headboard with removable upholstering 
has a comfortable angle. You will appreciate 
it once you have started using it.

Headboard options and 
accessories will help you arrange 
your dream Spot even better.



Spot makes your 
day pleasant from 
early morning until 
evening.
Our offer of Spot furniture
is being expanded on
a daily basis. Be on track
and check our website 
www.vox.pl for news.

Small single door cabinet
W49/D40/H150 cm

Glass door cabinet
W88/D56/H210 cm

Double door chest
W87/D40/H90 cm

Sideboard
W160/D40/H122 cm

Buffet
W160/D40/H62 cm

Extending table
W134-198/D104/H76 cm

Bench pad, light and dark grey
W 148/D 47/H 3 cm

Coffee table
W87/D80/H43 cm

Bench
W154/D47/H48 cm



Stool pad, light and dark grey
W51/D46/H4 cm

Double bed with headboard 
with compartments
W145-185/D240/H150 cm

Upholstered cover for flat 
headboard (light grey)
W150-190/D2/H63 cm

Upholstered cover for flat 
headboard (dark grey)
W150-190/D2/H63 cm

Extra drawers for bench
3x W46/D21/H16 cm

Box for coffee table
W23/D15/H10 cm

Double bed with flat headboard 
]and a light cover
W145-185/D212/H106 cm

Double bed with flat headboard
W145-185/D212/H106 cm

Double bed with flat headboard 
and a dark cover
W145-185/D212/H106 cm

Bedside table
W58/D47/H48 cm

Drawer for double bed
W127/D67/H23 cm

Wine rack
W45/D36/H22 cm

Shoe cabinet
W87/D28/H150 cm

Stool
W58/D47/H48 cm



Create your 
ideal Spot
How should I select Spot elements to make the 
best use of their visual effect and interior functions? 
Ask at a VOX store. Our consultants will be more 
thank happy to answer all your questions and 
give you some more tips regarding application.

We shall be happy to have you as our guest!

Spot by


